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THE
KING’S
SPEECH
Roll out the drums, Quilox is three,
yippeeeeee! Feels like yesterday
when I had the dream to set up a
world class nightlife establishment
in Nigeria, and all I can say is to God
be the glory.

clear that with the right strategy
is possible thrive in adversity and
we owe a depth of gratitude to the
loyal and resilient Quilox clientele,
those who will never settle for less,
those who will never compromise on
quality, those who understand the
Ladies and gents allow me to true meaning of luxury lifestyle, they
welcome you to Q365 magazine – are the reason we are still in business
the Gold edition.
after three years and in fact they are
the reason we are still NUMBER ONE
2015 was a tough year for business in Nigeria.
but 2016 was even tougher, Nigeria
officially plunged into a recession We ended 2015 on a very high note
and the Naira depreciated sharply but we kicked off 2017 even higher
against the dollar due to the free with Obafemi Martin’s exclusive
float policy adopted by the CBN. all black party, also in January we
Purchasing power of our customers hosted international multiple award
and target demographic was winning artiste Tinnie Tempah to an
seriously constrained all culminating unforgettable Quilox night.
in the most challenging business
environment we have operated
in since inception. It is however
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In May, this year we had a weeklong celebration
to mark my 40th birthday, a series of events
aptly themed SP 0040. We had a celebrity
charity football match between the under
40s and over 40s, cocktails at the Remy Martin
XO lounge, a countdown party, a lush private
dinner at the Intercontinental hotel followed
by an amazing after party at club Quilox. The
icing on the cake was a private yacht party
with close friends and family. I was deeply
humbled by the turnout of dignitaries and
celebrities at all events, they say life begins at
40 so it seems I just started living it.
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In July, this year we had a talk of the town re-opening event
to herald Quilox season 4, as usual we pulled all the stops
with Bovi hosting, Kaffy and crew dancing, Quilox power
bike stunting and live performances from several artists, it
was truly a movie. We also succeeded in creating addition
VIP booths downstairs to cater to demand from our
patrons.
This year saw our Quilox Ultra Pool Party get even bigger
as we threw the biggest day party in Nigeria consistently
every last Sunday of the month in 2016. Every month
the team came up with a different creative theme
which always kept our guests wondering and
anticipating what we might do next.
QUPP has now become a permanent
fixture in the Lagos social calendar. In
October, we had what was undeniably
the scariest and wildest Halloween
party in the land, it was indeed a
unique experience and our clientele
are already wondering what we can
do to top that.
In 2017 Quilox is going to push
the envelope once again with
the Quilox world tour, we plan to
take the Quilox luxury lifestyle
experience to 17 cities across the
world in 2017 proudly flying the
Nigerian flag.
Once again, I say a big thank
you to our members and loyal
customer, without you there will
be no Quilox, we promise you
that Quilox like fine wine will only
get better with time.
Yours Truly

Shina Abiola- Peller

Publisher
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QUILOX
SEASON 4

REOPENING
JULY 2016

Q

uilox hosted its customers to a fabulous reopening party after the
customary one month break. The event themed Quilox Season
4 was a “road block” that had a variety of top celebrities and VIPs
in attendance.

Ace comedian, Bovi anchored the live performance session while
the in-club session was anchored by veteran comedian, Tee A.
Five Star Records’ boss, E Money, Skuki, Orezi, Ketchup, DJ Spinall, Aquila
Records’ Base One and Que Peller, Terry Apala, Toyin Lawani, Beverly Osu, LAX,
Kaffy, Tillaman, were some of the celebrities that graced the event.
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QUILOX
ULTRA
POOL
PARTY

ast year, Quilox, Nigeria’s premier
nightlife and entertainment brand,
unveiled the Quilox Ultra Pool
Party, (QUPP) flavor to its range of
delightsome services. The idea was
to create an alternate experience to
night clubbing with a creative outdoor ambience

L

and scenery featuring lovely cabanas
and daybeds, luxurious lounge
chairs, live entertainment, bottle
service all in a cozy environment. The
good news today is that QUPP has
certainly lived up to expectation;
it has taken Lagos on a massive
tide of luxury entertainment and
breathtaking fun. We are glad to
have accomplished this major feat
for the Quilox brand.
Like a beehive, QUPP has attracted
the attention of all and sundry,
celebrities and fun-loving people.
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Artistes and important personalities the
likes of Wizkid, Banky W, Falz the Bahd Guy,
Davido, Olamide, Tekno, Ycee, M.I, KWAM 1,
DBanj, Tuface and Anne Idibia, Olisa Adibua,
Darey Art Alade and Eddie Kaddi amongst
a host of others have affiliated with this
event since inception and are now regular
attendees. More importantly, however, is
the established culture of having fun in the
most cool, interesting and uninhibited ways
possible.
QUPP is undoubtedly a household name
with fun-seekers in Lagos. It boasts of a
series of bespoke, colorful and uniquely
themed events, among which are the
Hawaiian theme, Arabian Nights, Return of
the Mermaids and the recently concluded
Jungle Fever.
Like everything the Quilox brand is
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associated with, QUPP is not just fun. It is
class, style and luxury living. The ambience
only serves as a starter while the real
pleasure is in the full experience: games,
volley ball tournaments, water guns, good
finger food amongst others are part of the
endless list of side attractions available at
QUPP. From a perfect sunny day by the
pool to the beautiful and colorful night
scenery, the fun literally never stops.
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QUPP
EDITION
FEBRUARY 2016

nother
spectacular
edition of the Quilox
Ultra Pool Party was
the valentine’s special
edition, giving everyone
the opportunity to spread
love in a distinct way, as we all know,
Quilox is renowned for being the number
one luxury nightlife entertainment service
provider giving its clients premium luxury
lifestyle experiences.

A

This special edition of #QUPP was held
on the 14th of February 2016 with Dj
Caise, Dj Hazzan and Dj consequence
on the decks and spectacular
performances from the one and only
Doro Diva Tiwa Savage alongside CDQ
and Aquila records soldiers, Que Peller
the artist magician and lyrical vendetta
Base One.
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The Miami themed semi private exclusive day party
was hosted by Ben Foster
and attended by top-notch
guests.
#QUPP holds every last
Sunday of the month at
“TickleBay” with the aim of
giving its guest an alternate
experience to night clubbing.
Each month the event will
feature great music and live
performances, opportunities
to network with like minded
individuals,
beautiful
international models, a lavish
spread of appetizers, Games,
gift bags, and much more!
Remy Martin, Laurent Perrier,
Ciroc, Pulse and MtvBase
supports the event.
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QUPP
COLOURFUL
& WET
EDITION
APRIL 2016

he last edition of Quilox
Ultra Pool Party was
themed colours with
colourful
decorations,
hostesses in their colourful
bikinis also glow in the
dark wristbands and tagged! And it went
out with a bang. Tickle bay took a bow as
Quilox hosted its usual end of the month
party. Victor Moses, Obafemi Martins, Kida
Kuz, Mr P of Psquare, the Aquila duo, Que
Peller and Baseone amongst many others
joined the wagon.

T

The Dj that drives everyone crazy, DJ Caise
took the crowd on a trip as he thrilled them
with different genre of sensational songs,
it was also his birthday he was surprised by
the Quilox team with a cake and a bikini
model seen swinging a flag that had his
face printed on it at the centre of the pool.
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The volleyball tournament was next
as the reigning champion Team
SP took on another competition,
when it started to rain some people
thought the champion may lose as
its been luck all through. Team SP
won the match again erasing any
doubt that the win was anything
but luck; the rain didn’t stop the
players as they played till Mafe (The
Referee) blew the final whistle
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The wagon wasn’t going
to let the rain stop its
shine and as usual the
party continued from
Tickle Bay to luxury night
club Quilox where it was
all fun till the wee hours
of the morning.
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QUPP
EDITION
SEPTEMBER 2016
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QUPP
EDITION
OCTOBER 2016
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QUPP
EDITION
NOVEMBER 2016
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LAGOS
STOOD
STILL
FOR THE
KING OF
NIGHTLIFE
AT 40

hina Peller ‘s 40th birthday celebration
was perhaps one of the most talked
about in 2016, It was a star-studded 4-days
celebration from 14th to 17th to celebrate
the business tycoon and Socialite. Different
activities were put together by friends and
business associates to celebrate him, from
a visit and donation to Pacelli School for the Blind and
Partially Sighted, to Lagos State Motherless Babies Home
and a celebration in Quilox Supported by Remy Martin
which has celebrities like Dbanj, Banky W, Olamide, Jay
JayOkocha, Phyno, Basket Mouth, Bovi, CDQ, Lynx just to
mention a few in attendance. Everything culminated into
a luxurious dinner at intercontinental hotel.

S
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NOVELTY

FOOTBALL MATCH
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THE
ADRENALINE
EXPERIENCE
AS THE PR
MANAGER OF
QUILOX
- Jessica
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his is not a complete story because
it isn’t over yet, but it’s the actual
story of my experience as the Public
Relations Manager at Aquila Group
of companies. Well, of course, my
main focus is Quilox Luxury Night
Club, I have also been here and there for Aquila
records and Shina Peller as a brand. This journey
in itself hasn’t been a walk in the park but I always
find a way to stride by. As we all know, the journey
to success and fulfilment isn’t an easy one.

T

One major thing I struggle with is the stereotypical
Nigerian definition of the role of a PR manager.
We are often confused with a club promoter but
I’ll tell you this for free, my job role is more tedious
than just directing people to where it’s happening.
Sometimes, I wish I was the Nigerian definition of
PRO (Hahaha).
Working with Quilox has been a mixed experience
thus far; there is no laughter without tears, so it
is said. There have been ups and downs, a ton of
work pressure, brainstorming, strategic meetings
and without a doubt, some fun times.

“What we do isn’t
easy; nobody said it
was ever going to be
easy. Everyday is a
new challenge, but I
have plans to always
conquer.”

As the PR and Marketing Manager, I focus on
the brand’s image. We communicate the club’s
uniqueness to the public via various media
platforms. We simply sell memorable experiences.
At Quilox we provide our customers with premium
luxury lifestyle experiences rather than just selling
booze and playing loud music (as was the custom
before the birth of Quilox). But if we must talk about
music, our in-house Djs are in a league of their own,
our resident drummer also infuses a quintessential
afrobeats vibe. Quilox has all the branded props
that you would find at an upscale club in Miami
of Vegas, from the ace of spade bottle holder, to
the casket of any type of drinks you want, or the
cake dummy that doubles as a bottle holder for
celebrants.
Let us delve into visuals, the Co2 feeling, or our
exquisite bottle service girls that I have personally
branded “QuiloxDolls”. The sum of the experience
and our ambience give our customers a great
feeling which is uniquely a Quilox thing. This, no
doubt, is part of the special appeal that has kept
patronage from our customers. We owe them a
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debt of appreciation: There would be no Quilox
without the media and our loyal customers.
My colleagues, the management team, my boss
and everyone else are one of the best parts of
working with Quilox. We are all a special group of
people, and I will like to use this medium to express
my appreciation to all. Our collective burning
desire to succeed has seen us through highs
and lows, sometimes pitching us against
each other, but ultimately creating for us the
most fun times together. We are called the
Mafians because of the way we handle our
businesses: strict and straightforward. At
the end of the day, no matter what we go
through, we see ourselves as one and we
do what we have to for the empire to grow.
What we do isn’t easy; nobody said it
was ever going to be easy. Everyday is a
new challenge, but I have plans to always
conquer.
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Dj Caise
uilox Pool Party is a unique
experience that can only be
understood when attended.
Great Vibes, and I never miss
an edition! Shina Peller took me on a
tour of Quilox when it first opened and
many years later its inspiring to see his
very clear Vision of Luxury lifestyle being
maintained and surpassed on a weekly
and arguably daily basis.

Q
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Tiwa savage
appy Anniversary Quilox...
Wishing you many more years
of success. Thank you for the
warm welcome everytime I
visit, it is truly one of the leading night
life spots in Lagos. Lots of Love.

H
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Dotun

r e a t i n g
beautiful
memories for
life ! “Always
innovative & endless
possibilities”

C

Bovi

uilox has proven that the nightclub business when properly managed is a
tourist destination. Not just a hangout with a short lifespan. Over the last few
years, Quilox has metamorphosed rapidly into a world class brand able to
stand shoulder to shoulder with leading nightclub franchises. Little surprise
though, Quilox was purpose-built to provide quality hospitality and nightlife; a feat it’s
competition doesn’t realize. Congratulations.

Q
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Falz

Quilox is a great
night club with a
really conducive
ambience
for
anyone looking to have a
great time. The staff are
very welcoming too!

Q

Dammy krane
Q

uilox supports Life.
Life is Music. Quilox is
for Life!!
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Kesh

uilox is unarguably the number
one luxury nightlife brand in
Nigeria and they are known
for their unique services and
consistency to always up the game and
I support Quilox 100%, Quilox is family,
#Quilox #Yagi #We4We #YBNL

Q

banky w

ig congratulations to Quilox
on the anniversary, and to
my big brother and visionary
mogul Mr Shina Peller. I’m a
big fan of what he’s done with the club,
and all the various events attached
to it. Quilox is definitely the pioneer
and the trend setter in Lagos nightlife
spots; prior to it opening, most of the
options for clubs and lounges were
converted houses and apartments.
Quilox was “purpose-built” and state of
the art. Mr Peller went to great lengths,
and invested heavily in creating a oneof-a-kind establishment, and I’m very
proud of the work he has done, the
class he exhibits, and I look back with
fond memories about the countless
amazing experiences we’ve had in
his club. I’m proud to be associated
with Mr Peller and Quilox, and I wish
them many more years of success and
prosperity.

B
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K1 De Ultimate
S

Cdq

uilox is a place I consider
as home for the stars with
class.
Quilox rejuvenates
entertainments and light life
in Lagos/Nigeria. #WossWossWobi

Q

Since its inception, I knew Quilox
would be remarkable and epic.
Every time I am there, I always
have a marvelous time.
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Ushbebe

ight Life redefined is what Quilox
gives to you. Many people like to
rotate clubs but there’s never
a time when you will count
out Quilox because the turn up is a 110%
and service is on fleek. Great place to be
anytime

N

Chichi Ajah

“Working with Quilox has been
a great experience as they let
me implement my creativity
to suit the different theme of
their events, hence why I always have to
deliver my professional makeup service.
Quilox is more than just a club, it’s a
lifestyle”. (CEO porzellan beauty)

W

Sound sultan

uilox has gone
from being a
night club to
being a home
for stars, and personally,
my own regular hangout.

Q
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From the
General
Manager’s
desk
- Leke Oki

taying true to the vision and
mission of Africa’s number 1
nightlife brand has not been
easy, it is a job we (I and
my team) have chosen to
undertake. we think and work
day and night to bring to life our meaning of
premium entertainment in a luxurious way
that does not conform with the norm.

S

In the last three years, we have changed the
nightlife landscape of Nigeria, giving fun lovers
an experience that can only be compared to
one enjoyed in the entertainment capitals of
the world, we started by setting a very high
standard many were wondering if we would
be able to maintain, but we have kept our
promise of giving our customers the very best
of entertainment and fun in the whole of
Africa.
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2016 has been a very interesting year, we started the year with a
business strategy to raise the bar by introducing a twist to the way
we do things, bringing new innovations for the enjoyment and
satisfaction of our customers, I guess that is the reason the love
for the Quilox brand is growing stronger even with the economic
recession and the hash economic realities.
Take it from me that the task of running a business like ours is
not an easy one, one has to keep tabs on a lot of things
including quality control, to ensure that quality
is not compromised in any way at the same
time make quick and important business
decisions.
Though 2016 was tough for businesses
in Nigeria because of the economy
recession, we did what we do best,
we conceptualized and executed
the best parties, we hosted
indigenous and international
celebrities and made fun lovers
in the country happy throughout
the year.
Our aim is to put Lagos state
and Nigeria on the global map
as a destination for premium
entertainment and remarkable
nightlife that is second to none in
the whole of Africa while building
an entertainment and nightlife
brand that can stand the test of
time and also compete with similar
brands on the international scene.

20
AT A GLANCE

16
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LIPSTICK
WEDNESDAY
LAUNCH
JULY 2016
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JACK
DANIEL’S
IN THE CLUB
AUGUST 2016
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“THE MIX”
GOLD LABEL
PARTY
SEPTEMBER 2016
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QUILOX
HALLOWEEN
PARTY
OCTOBER 2016
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MEET
THE VIBES
MACHINE
9 question challenge
DJ conSequence

1
2

What do you usually start with at a set/
performance?
The Dj consequence Intro, then the music is
determined by the audience mood at that moment
The relationship between a DJ and his audience
is a fragile one. How do you see the balance
between giving the audience what they want and
treating them to something new?
It’s not easy introducing new materials to the
audience, the audience usually only want to hear
what the know or like, but you have to take the risk
sometimes by introducing new stuffs, but social
media has helped a lot, once new materials are out there people are aware and
listen

3

Without technology, there’ll be no DJing in the first place. How have particular
technologies affected your style of DJing?
Technology has made djing easier, faster and more expensive, now you can dj with
different softwares, buy and download songs on the internet but the cost is very
crazy
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4

The club has remained a great place for the discovery and appreciation of
electronic music. How do you see the relationship between this music and
where it is performed? Is there a different effect on the audience?
Electronic music is known in this part of the continent but not well accepted,
but due to the kind of audience Quilox has, I have to balance the set to suit all
kinds of genres, i have at least a 15 - 20mins set of Electro House music every
night
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5

What event was the highlight of
your career in the past one year,
working with other colleagues dj
hazan and tiami?
SP AT 40 which was a three day
event, involving proper planning
among the djs, had to work
together to arrange a 3 day set , and
different artistes performance sets

6
7
8
9

Quilox runs on 4 days, which days
do you play and can you describe
the ambiance?
Fridays and sundays and the
ambience is always crazy, these are
like the peak days in the club
Is there anywhere you’d like
to perform that you haven’t
performed yet?
Yes. LIV In Miami

What are your plans for the rest of
your career as a dj in Quilox?
To take both my brand and the
Quilox brand international

What is your all-time club banger?
DJ KHALED - All i do is win
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Dj Hazan

Dj Tiami

Quilox Official Media Partner
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015 began with a bang for
Sotunde
Isaac
Ayomipe
aka Base One. He gave an
electrifying performance at
the 2015 Headies awards show
where he was nominated in the
Rookie of the year category. He later went on to
release three promotional singles; Werey Re O
remix, Skon Skon and At It Again. He featured
ace rappers Phyno and Olamide on “Werey Re
O” Remix and as expected, the song won him
more fans who were amazed at his ability to
blend his raps with the two megastars he had
on the track.

2

Skon Skon in no time became a street anthem
spawning a trademark dance move along the
way. At It Again was somewhat special as it
was released on BaseOne’s birthday. Intended
as a gift to his fans, the song featured music
sensation Kayswitch. Also, early in the year,
Aquila Records headlined the famous industry
night and the ‘Lyrical Weapon’ as he is popularly
called performed alongside his colleagues;
CDQ, KaySwitch, Spesh, Pepenazi, Que Peller,
Tilla and others.
BaseOne entered the second quarter on a high.
He used his growing profile to put out two
singles Better Dey Come which featured music
legend K1 De Ultimate and Better Dey Come
club mix. This particular song was well received
by all because of its message. Basically a song
of hope, the song advised Nigerians not to give
up despite our daily challenges.

Base
One

BaseOne’s performances on stage leaves
a memorable mark on his audience. One
standout performance of his was at the UK
edition of the YBNL concert where fans showed
him much love. He performed at the 3 Thrones
concert, Jimmy’s Jump Off, Quilox Reopening,
QUPP, IGOS Live, and Chronicles of Ushbebe.
From all that happened concerning BaseOne
this year, 2017 promises to be even better.
Watch out for him.
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Que
Peller

B

isoye Abiola Peller aka Que Peller is not your everyday musician. Presently
the only artiste in Nigeria who blends his stage act with magic (a craft
bequeathed to him by his late father Professor Moshood Abiola Peller).
Que in a short time has made his mark in the Nigerian entertainment
industry.

Early in 2016 he released his first video Eleniyan which featured cameo appearances from
his famous friends like Olamide, Lil Kesh, Wizkid and a host of others. This video was
widely accepted and got positive reviews from music lovers all over the world. He finished
the quarter with a strong performance at his record label Aquila Records Industry Night,
alongside his label mate BaseOne, rising act Pepenazi and others.
Off the back of the success of Eleniyan, Que Peller released audio and video of the song
Juru featuring his label mate BaseOne. The song enjoyed a lot of air play and did well at
the clubs. He followed that with the release of Carolina, a song which featured superstar
rapper Olamide which brought, Que countless requests from media houses for interviews
and appearances.
Fast becoming a fan favourite, Que made several appearances at clubs in and out of Lagos
in the third quarter of the year. It was at this point that he started making skits to satisfy
the cravings of his fans who wanted to see more and more of his magic tricks. In fact, the
reaction of the audience after he performed one of his magic tricks while on stage at the
U.K edition of the YBNL concert was unprecedented.
He went on to release the video to his single Carolina and as expected, the video received
massive airplay on television and views on youtube.
Some may decide to call it a trick, but 2017 is going to be the year of Que Peller.
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he last but not the least on Aquila records is Ayomide Oluwasegun
Odebunmi aka Air Boy. He was unveiled to the general public on
the 21st of September, 2016. Prior to his unveiling, Air Boy already
had a robust followership due to the release of his debut single
Ayepo. A multi-talented artiste, Air Boy has been described as
a fusion of hip-hop and highlife. His profile also grew with the release of the
visuals for Ayepo.

T

Air Boy has followed his previous effort with the release of his latest track titled
Mummy. Released on his birthday, Air Boy displays his undying love for his
mother and his appreciation for mothers in entirety.
In 2017, Air Boy is going to erupt like a volcano. You best get ready for his takeover.

Air
Boy
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Quilox

Hangover Cure
It’s the morning after the wildest party you’ve ever been to. Sadly, your stomach
still feels like it’s performing the crazy dance moves you did on top of the table
last night, and your head might possibly implode or explode at any moment--you
can’t tell which. The dreaded hangover has hit. The only natural cure for a hangover
is time. However, there are some simple things that can help relieve some of the
symptoms and promote quicker recovery.

1

Drink water. While something so simple might seem ridiculous while you’re
hugging your toilet, re-hydrating yourself is key to overcoming any hangover.
Drink 8 to 10 glasses of water slowly over the course of the morning after you
have been drinking. Alcohol causes your body to lose water by stimulating your
kidneys to excrete more water than you drink, resulting in dehydration. The more
alcohol you drink, the more water passes out of your body.
Symptoms include dizziness, headache, nausea, dry mouth and fatigue. A hangover
is caused by a combination of alcohol metabolism, dehydration, and Vitamin A, B,
and C depletion.

2

Take a pain reliever: Your head is throbbing because alcohol widens blood
vessels, and the widening of vessels around the brain usually causes pain,
much as it does in a migraine headache. While pain relievers do not necessarily
make you any healthier, they will take away the pain of your hangover for a short
period of time. Painkillers work well to kick the pain riddling your brain.

3

Eat plain, starchy foods: Shawarma, toast, and crackers are all good
carbohydrates or “Carbs” to eat when hungover. While they might not be
the tastiest of snacks, chances are you probably don’t feel like eating much
anyway. Hangovers cause your blood sugar levels to drop--plain carbs will help
increase your blood sugar and settle your stomach.

4

Go back to sleep. When you drink excessively and then pass out in bed, your
body generally doesn’t get a chance to enter R.E.M. (rapid eye movement)
sleep. R.E.M. state is when your body restores itself and when you are most
deeply at rest. Crawl back into bed, wrap yourself in the fuzziest blanket you own,
put on some soothing music and catch a few more hours of sleep.
You might consider calling in sick to school or work if your hangover is too much to
handle. While you shouldn’t make a habit of doing this, taking a ‘sick’ day will allow
your body to repair the damages from last night’s wild excesses.
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5
6

Eat soothing food. Your stomach will probably be rolling
like you’re on the high seas throughout the day, but eating
foods that replenish your vitamin stores and settle your
stomach will do you nothing but good.
Banana. Due to excessive drinking, lots of potassium gets
drained from your body. To help replenish potassium
as well as lost electrolytes, one simple solution is to
eat bananas. They are a very good source of potassium. Also,
bananas help calm the stomach and boost your energy level.
•
•

Eat one or two bananas with your breakfast after a night of heavy
drinking to alleviate hangover symptoms.
You can also opt to prepare a banana milkshake sweetened with honey.

7

Ginger. Ginger is another time-honored cure for hangover
symptoms like nausea and vomiting. Also, ginger helps in
the digestion of alcohol, thus it soothes the stomach and
provides fast relief.
•

Chew small pieces of ginger throughout the day to get relief from a
hangover. You can also have ginger tea.

•

Alternatively, add 10 to 12 slices of fresh ginger root to about four cups
of water and boil it for 10 minutes. Strain and then add the juice of one
orange, half a lemon and one-half cup of honey. Drink this while it is still
warm, many times throughout the day.

8

Lemon and Honey. These can help get rid of the aftereffects of excessive drinking like queasiness, dizziness,
sensitivity to light and sound, and muscle pain. Lemon
helps rebalance the body, by controlling the blood sugar level
and altering the pH level.
•
•
•

Add two teaspoons of fresh lemon juice and one teaspoon of honey to
a glass of warm water.
Stir well and drink it down slowly.
Do this as soon as you wake up, as well as two or three times more
throughout the day.

9

Peppermint. Peppermint is a very helpful herb to treat
hangover symptoms. It aids digestion and helps relieve
tension, bloating and nausea, some of the most common
symptoms of an acute hangover. Plus, peppermint speeds up
the detoxification process.
•

Simply chew some fresh peppermint leaves throughout the day. It will
relax the intestines and help you recover quickly.

•

Make a cup of peppermint tea by pouring one cup of boiling water over
one teaspoon of dried peppermint. Cover it, let it steep for 15 minutes
and then strain it. Drink one to two cups of this herbal tea after you wake
up.
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Quilox Signature

Cocktail
Surprise
Barbados
Recipes:-

Grenadine Syrup
Orange Juice
Rum &Blue Curacao
Method:Layers

Quilox Silver
Bullet
Recipes:Method:-

SumbucaVodka
Bitters
Bold

